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Objectives
Upon completion of the lesson, the student will be 
able to: 
¾ Describe the Lunar Module (LM) Environmental Control 
System (ECS) generic design considerations 
philosophy.
¾ Summarize the LM ECS general testing regime.
Prerequisite
 For the best understanding of this material, the 
student should have viewed the Lunar Module 
(LM) Environmental Control System (ECS) 
Familiarization lesson prior to viewing this     
lesson.
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 Highly 
resistant to
installation
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are protected
behind metal
Generic Design Considerations – Final QDs
 Better 
protection to
the sealing
surfaces
Exterior leak path
seals embedded
in grooves
Objectives
Upon completion of this part of the lesson, the 
student will be able to:    
¾ Describe the Lunar Module (LM) Environmental Control 
System (ECS) generic design considerations 
philosophy.
¾ Summarize the LM ECS general testing regime.
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Review of Objectives
 Describe the Lunar Module (LM) Environmental 
Control System (ECS) generic design     
considerations philosophy.
 Summarize the LM ECS general testing regime.
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